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Lee Road Small Area and Corridor Plan
The Lee Road Small Area and Corridor Plan is the result of an approximately 15-month process Douglas
County embarked on in Fall 2017 to envision and plan the Lee Road extension area. About midway
through the process, the County saw the need to consider the impacts of the extent of Lee Road and its
potential as an east-west connecter for the region. That vision has culminated in the corridor plan to
define character area nodes, street cross sections, and coordination between transportation and land uses
along the Lee Road Corridor. The Plan is organized by section based on the overall goals established
during the planning process:
Reflect on prior planning efforts
Engage the public
Anticipate and guide investments along corridor
Preserve natural resources and promote sustainability
Provide a range of housing options
Prioritize improved access and non-motorized transportation
The redevelopment imagined through this plan has the potential to impact and drive development over
the next 10-20 years and become an iconic, livable node along Highway 92 with a mixture of uses, housing
options and complete streets to provide greater accessibility for pedestrians and bicycles and an
identifiable downtown district for the County. The plan includes predictable, practical policies capable of
being implemented but ambitious enough to draw excitement. A transformative built environment
focused on land use and redevelopment; walkability; neighborhood redevelopment and preservation; and
economic development make up the components of the final plan. The vision illustrated herein draws on
the strengths of the community. As metro Atlanta continues to develop and redevelop into numerous
activity centers, this plan ensures that the area includes characteristics that make it a unique and attractive
regional destination.
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REFLECT
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Existing Conditions Analysis–
Location Context
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Reflect – Existing Conditions Analysis

Existing Conditions
Analysis

Highway 92 Corridor LCI Study (2008)
Comprehensive Plan (2013)
Economic Development Strategy (2017)
Housing Market Study (2017)
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Reflect – Existing Conditions Analysis

Highway 92 Corridor LCI Study – a study of the land
use and transportation design of the Highway 92
corridor that generated the concept for the Lee Road
extension and the initial land use considerations
explored in this study, the Lee Road Small Area and
Corridor Plan.

Comprehensive Plan – a guiding policy document for
land use and transportation decisions made broadly
throughout the County. The 2013 Comprehensive Plan
has been relied upon primarily, but the update process
ran concurrently with the development of this Plan.
The updated Comprehensive Plan anticipates the
adoption of the Lee Road Small Area and Corridor Plan
and prioritizes its implementation projects by
reference. Projects that are recommended in the Lee
Road Small Area and Corridor Plan will be adopted as
an addendum to the Comprehensive Plan Update and
should be enforced in line with those standards.
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Economic Development Strategy – a tool
developed by the Economic Development
Authority to determine target industries for
business recruitment. This document helped
shape a number of the land use recommendations
in the Small Area and Corridor Plan. The Strategy
identified target sector clusters for future
recruitment, wherein the real estate to be able to
house those jobs has been accommodated in the
land use plan.

Housing Market Study– analysis of the current
housing inventory in the County, review of trends, and
recommendations for future housing needs.
Approximately an additional 900 multi-family units
were identified to accommodate the anticipated
growth over the next ten years in Douglas County.
More than a third of those units are envisioned in the
Lee Road Small Area and Corridor Plan to make use of
the services, amenities, and accessibility planned for
that part of the County.
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Existing Conditions Analysis –
Highway 92 Corridor LCI Study

The idea for the Lee Road extension has been in existence for about a decade. Bourne out of a concept in the Highway 92
Corridor LCI study from 2008, the extension contemplated a land use plan with commercial development fronting Fairburn
Road, Highway 92, and single-family residential development behind it. The original design served as context for the final Lee
Road Small Area and Corridor Plan. Public feedback from the original LCI closely mirrored the results of the public feedback
for the assets, goals, and challenges in the Small Area and Corridor Plan.
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▪ Abundance of undeveloped land.
▪ Proximity to medical services.
▪ Responsive and capable County staff.
▪ Planned transportation
improvements.
▪ Quality schools.
▪ Sense of community.
▪ Proximity and direct access to
Interstate 20.
▪ Proximity to downtown Atlanta and
other regional amenities.
▪ Deer Lick Park and opportunities to
connect to other state and regional
greenspaces.

Challenges

Assets

Existing Conditions Analysis–
Highway 92 LCI Assessment

▪ Travel distance to quality goods and
services.
▪ Variety in housing type.
▪ Range of housing prices.
▪ Availability of rental housing.
▪ Quantity of local, quality retail
amenities.
▪ Perceived political environment.
▪ Strong retail competition nearby –
Arbor Place Mall.
▪ Underutilized parcels.
▪ Lack of connectivity.

According to the findings from the Highway 92 Corridor LCI Study, Douglas County is faced with both assets
and challenges related to economic development and implementation of an overall redevelopment along the
corridor. It will be important to reinforce the assets and overcome the challenges as policy decisions are made
over the next ten years and beyond.
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Existing Conditions Analysis–
Highway 92 LCI Goals and Priorities

LCI Plan Goals
• Choice – encourage a diversity of medium to high-density, mixed income neighborhoods, employment,
shopping and recreation choices.
• Access – provide access and modal choice with a range of available travel modes, including transit,
roadways, walking and biking.
• Land Use Diversity – encourage a diversity of residential neighborhoods, employment, shopping, and
recreation choices.

LCI Plan Priorities
• Enhance the livability of the Highway 92 Corridor and surrounding neighborhoods through policies and
projects that makes it more multimodal (for pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders, ADA accessibility,
micromobility users, and automobile drivers).
• Widen sidewalks and pursue catalyst streetscape projects along key portions of the Highway 92 corridor.
• Expand transportation capacity in the corridor.
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Existing Conditions Analysis–
Highway 92 LCI Land Uses
LCI Plan Key Issues
• Lack of development diversity along the corridor.
• Current zoning encourages auto-oriented development.

LCI Plan Land Uses

• Urban Residential—growth-oriented and urbanizing
residential areas designed as a transition from potential
commercial and high-density activity centers. Various types
of residential dwellings, mixed-use developments, and
transitional corridor zoning designations are included.
• Neighborhood Village Center—located at key crossroad
intersections, this is intended to be a small-scaled
neighborhood commercial with access and building size
restrictions.
• Community Village Center—higher intensity commercial
activity node intended to serve more than one
neighborhood, including uses such as retail, office, and
support services.
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Existing Conditions Analysis –
Comprehensive Plan (2013)
Several goals and action items from the implementation plan overlap
the scope of the Small Area and Corridor Plan:
• Preserve the “small town feel.”
• Maintain adequate buffers between single-family residential neighborhoods
and new development.
• Incorporate internal multi-use trail systems into developments to increase
accessibility to civic and cultural amenities.
• Enhance quality of pedestrian experience along corridors, including connecting
linear green spaces to other amenities in the County and region.

Greenway system
Overlay district for Lee Road
Lee Road extension project

Safe Routes to School
Lee Road widening project
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▪ Location.
▪ Large conservation areas and water
supply.
▪ Water resources.
▪ Major conservation and recreation
areas.
▪ Growing culture and recreation
activities.
▪ Small town character.
▪ Regional shopping mall.
▪ Varied housing choice.

Challenges

Assets

Existing Conditions Analysis –
Comprehensive Plan Assessment

▪ Workforce development.
▪ Potentially competing pressures to
preserve rural and undeveloped
areas while allowing for growth.
▪ Access to services and amenities for
seniors.
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Existing Conditions Analysis –
Economic Development Strategy
Economic Development Strategy Goals
•
•
•
•

“Purposeful investments that align with the community’s vision, values, and targets.”
Intentionally plan and invest in infrastructure that supports target cluster needs.
Dedicate resources to quality of life amenities that align with the community’s vision and values.
Recruit target cluster to locate in Douglas County.

Economic Development Strategy Assets
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agglomeration of each niche sector.
Affordable office space.
Business and professional services is one of Douglas County’s fastest growing sectors from 2001-2016—59 percent growth.
32 percent of residents who are 25 or older possess a bachelor’s degree or higher.
Educational training is available through West Georgia technical College.
Location:
•Proximity to interstates and airport.
•Proximity to aerospace hubs.
• Cost of doing business in Georgia is lower compared to competitor states.
• Steady growth in manufacturing sector for the County.
• Higher than average salary.
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Existing Conditions Analysis –
Niche Sectors

Advanced Manufacturing
•

•

•

•

Aerospace – development and
production of aircraft, engines, parts,
missiles, and space vehicles.
Fabricated metal and machinery
manufacturing – transformation of
metal into component parts for final
products.
Food processing – transformation of
raw agricultural ingredients into
finished consumer items.
Medical device manufacturing –variety
of products related to healthcare, such
as surgical gloves/instruments used in
medical diagnostics.

Professional Technology Services
•

•

•

Back office support –
administrative, accounting,
information technology, and other
corporate functions that do not
typically involve client interactions.
Data centers – facilities that handle
storage, destruction, and analysis
of vast volumes of information.
Finance and technology.

Media and Entertainment
•

•
•
•

Digital media, advertising, and public
relations – creation and delivery of
strategic communication about a
person, product, or service.
Film and television production.
Retail and entertainment.
Outdoor recreation.
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Existing Conditions Analysis –
Housing Market Study

Housing Demand

Support projects that:

The County should accommodate demand for roughly 600 to 900
apartment units (in total) within unincorporated areas over the next
decade. These are envisioned to be broken up into three or four different
projects. At least one of these projects could be age restricted (55 or
older) with amenities specifically targeted for seniors.

• Are walkable locations and support redevelopment of downtown or
mixed-use areas.
• Serve a broader spectrum of renters, including Millennials, empty
nesters, retirees, and households who rent by choice rather than for
economic reasons.
• Provide solutions for workforce housing and other affordability
considerations like energy and water efficiency.
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Existing Conditions Analysis –
Housing Market Study Statistics
Forecast rental housing demand is
sufficient to absorb development of 7
to 8 (low growth forecast) or 10 to 11
(high growth forecast) new
apartment communities per decade.

Multi-family housing stock accounts
for just over 17 percent of total
housing units in Douglas County.

Anticipates that single unit attached
housing (primarily townhomes) will
slowly overtake mobile homes as the
lower-cost alternative to detached
homes.

The eastern portion of the County
will continue to be the preferred
location for new multi-family
development.

More multi-family options could
reduce the number of rented singlefamily homes and aid in their
transition back to owner occupancy.

More diverse rental housing options
may be needed to achieve job
growth forecasts.
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ENGAGE
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Public Input Process–
Engagement Techniques
The community engagement plan is one of the most imperative components of the Lee Road Small Area and Corridor Plan.
Throughout the process, stakeholders in the community offered relevant and passionate perspectives of the current conditions of
the area, as well as noteworthy expectations for the future. The input received throughout the process has guided the ultimate
vision of the plan. The planning process was presented at a variety of events and locations through multiple media, each of which
is defined in this section:

Development
Roundtable

September Saturdays
Events
2017
2018
Juneteenth Event
Comprehensive Plan
Open House
District Two Town Hall

Stakeholder Interviews

Other Communication

Community Survey

Email Updates

Transportation
Committee Meeting

Facebook Page
Flyers

Board of
Commissioners Work
Session and Legislative
Meeting
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Public Input Process–
Development Roundtable
The Development Roundtable is an internal,
multi-disciplinary team assembled on a
monthly basis to implement plans and
generate solutions. Experts from Douglas
County DOT, Development Services, Planning
and Zoning, Watershed, Economic
Development Authority, and the City of
Douglasville Community Development
Department served as the steering committee
for the Lee Road Small Area and Corridor
planning process.
The Roundtable Team articulated the initial
priorities for the plan as follows:
• Implement construction of Lee Road
extension;
• Develop parcel-based plan for adjacent
land uses based on extension and
widening of road;
• Create civic town center and community
gathering space; and
• Establish clear phasing of the corridor.

Team members collaborate on the land
use plan for the Lee Road Corridor.
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Public Input Process–
September Saturdays 2017
The public kick-off for the planning process
occurred at the 2017 September Saturdays event.
Participants were engaged to take a project survey,
write their wishes on a banner, and identify any
issues they observe in the corridor.
Visitors participated in a special branding effort by
voting for their favorite of three logos developed to
identify and brand the process. The votes were
tallied, and the clear favorite logo suggested live,
work, and play components – that idea has been
carried throughout the process as a priority.

Community members identified their
“wish list” for the Lee Road town center.
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Public Input Process–
Juneteenth Event
The City of Douglasville hosts an annual Juneteenth
Event, which provided an opportunity for the team to
gather input on the desire of the character for the full
Lee Road Corridor. Community members learned
more about the projects happening along Lee Road
while commenting on the types of architecture,
transportation, and land uses.

Nearly 53% of people cited
transportation as the highest
sustainability priority.

66% of people would like to see multi-use
paths as the preferred non-motorized
transportation facility.
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Public Input Process–
Open Houses

Pins identified the desire to have different land uses in each character
area along the corridor.

The project team took advantage of open houses
scheduled for the Comprehensive Plan update and
District 2 budget meeting hosted by Commissioner
Robinson. Valuable insight from attendees was gained,
and additional people were reached as a result of the
efforts.
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Public Input Process–
September Saturdays 2018
The Lee Road Small Area Plan was first
unveiled to the public at the 2018 September
Saturdays event, one year from the kick-off
of the process. More than 50 people stopped
by the booth to learn more about the plan,
provide written feedback, and rate the draft
master plan.

Over 96% percent of people rated the plan a
4 or a 5 out of 5 stars.
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Public Input Process–
Community Survey Results Summary

289 responses

Primary Needs

Priorities

Lacking

Special events

Space for familyoriented activities

Walkability
Sense of community

Safety and security

Central town center

Socializing

Pathways and
connectivity
The first formal opportunity to provide input into the plan was the community survey released at the 2017 September Saturdays
event. The survey ran for about two months, collecting almost 300 responses. 59 percent of respondents identified walkability as
the top quality lacking in Douglas County, with a sense of community and central town center space following with 41 and 38
percent (respondents were not limited to one response). When asked what top three priorities a town center area should focus on
providing, space for family-oriented activities was identified as the highest rated top priority, with pathway development and
connectivity as the highest rated second priority and safety and security as the highest rated third priority. Restaurants,
retail/shopping, and pavilions or other shaded areas were noted as the top three elements desired for the development of the Lee
Road area. Identification of these qualities reinforces input Douglas County has received on numerous other plans. These ideas have
been integrated into the concept drawings and culminated into a plan that celebrates the “small town feel” coveted by the
Douglas County community.
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Public Input Process–
Other Communication
Flyers identifying each of the character areas along
the Lee Road Corridor were distributed to seek
feedback on the development style and intensity for
each node.

So much progress is anticipated along Lee Road. In
an effort to inform the public of the scope, status,
and timeline of each project, flyers were distributed
with other project materials at events and County
offices.
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A Facebook page was maintained throughout the
project as a way to keep the public up to date on the
project process, distribute drafts, and receive
feedback. The project team advertised events on the
page to broaden the reach of the feedback. The page
can remain a resource after the conclusion of the
planning process to build momentum into the
redevelopment of the project sites.

Project updates were provided for multiple media
outlets, including the County-hosted project
webpage, Douglas County Happenings, email blasts,
and Board of Commissioner email updates.
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ANTICIPATE
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Small Area and Corridor Plan –
Input in Action
A plan based on public feedback…
• 69 percent of the community survey respondents felt the lack of sidewalks
is a barrier to walking and biking around the County.
• Walkability and a sense of community are the top two qualities
respondents felt are lacking in Douglas County.
• Restaurants and retail are the top two uses envisioned for the Lee Road
extension area.
• Comments from the public:
• “The plans, from what I'm hearing now, are great...just the type of thing
we need in our county. Do it right.”
• “For too long [Douglas County] has lacked restaurants, attractions and
biking/walking paths for residents to enjoy. It needs to be something
that caters to families during the daytime and adults in the evenings.”

69% say lack of
sidewalks are the biggest
barrier to walking

• “ACCESSIBILITY FOR ALL.”
• “Roundabouts instead of stop signs and stop lights!”
*Additional comments from community survey provided in appendix.
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Small Area Plan –
Context Map
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Small Area Plan –
Concept Development
Before the draft Small Area Plan was released to the
public at the 2018 September Saturdays event, the
Roundtable team reviewed several iterations and gave
feedback on initial concepts.
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Anticipate – Small Area Plan

Small Area Plan –
Aerial Perspective Rendering

Anticipate – Small Area Plan

Small Area Plan –
Street Perspective Rendering

Anticipate – Small Area Plan

Corridor Plan –
Focus on Character Areas
In anticipation of the development pressures that would result from the road widening and the development at Fairburn and Lee
Roads identified in the Small Area Plan, the Corridor Plan reimagines the land uses along the full corridor. In general, the nodes are
comprised of commercial and multi-family development and the corridor in between the nodes is flanked by transitioning, higher
density housing to bolster and protect the single-family residential development adjacent to the corridor. Multi-modal
transportation is accommodated along the corridor to foster greater mobility and accessibility for the community.
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Corridor Plan –
Future Land Use Map
The leaders of Douglas County wanted to take special care for
protecting the space between the nodes to ensure Lee Road does
not become a fully commercial corridor of low density, suburban
development. To accommodate that vision, the land use plan and
zoning recommendations involve legislative actions by the County in
the form of rezonings. Land use and transportation are integrated,
wherein the corridor aids in the development of each character area.
The Corridor Plan identifies each distinct character area by name and
qualities that are envisioned and/or sought to be preserved.

PROPOSED

EXISTING

N

Anticipate – Corridor Plan

Corridor Plan –
Sweetwater Character Area

N

Mid-level mixed-use activity center
Two-story development
Preserve and buffer existing single-family homes
Implement Safe Routes to School
Single-family detached and attached uses along corridor
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Corridor Plan –
Factory Shoals Character Area

N

Local-serving retail (office, convenience retail)
Two-story development
Preserve and buffer existing single-family homes
Future road connections/access management
Single-family detached and attached uses along corridor
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Corridor Plan –
Lee Road Character Area

N

Intensive mixed-use activity center
Up to four-story development
Improved street network/compact and walkable center
Senior housing/greenspace/retail and housing center
Single-family detached and attached uses along corridor
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Corridor Plan –
Crooked Creek Character Area

N

Tapering away from intensive development
Two-story development
Preserve and buffer existing single-family homes
Large lot single-family residential
Single-family detached and attached uses along corridor
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Corridor Plan –
Annewakee Character Area

N

Infill development with single-family homes
Two-story development
Preserve and buffer existing single-family homes
Promote conservation subdivisions
Single-family detached and attached uses along corridor
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Corridor Plan –
Chapel Hill Character Area

N

Gateway intersection
Two-story development
Preserve and buffer existing single-family homes
Commercial/small lot residential/attached uses
Single-family detached and attached uses along corridor
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Corridor Plan –
Street Cross Sections
The Lee Road Corridor Plan takes an existing, disjointed network
of streets and makes one final link in the route—the Lee Road
Extension planned to connect Bomar Road to the Highway
92/Lee Road intersection through several sparsely developed
properties. The Corridor is comprised of a series of nodes,
defined as character areas. Those commercially anchored nodes
are connected by the Lee Road Corridor. Not only will the
connection be made, but the existing corridor will undergo some
significant transformations. The northern portion of the
corridor, existing Lee Road, is planned to be widened and is
currently in the right of way acquisition phase. The southern
portion, what is currently Bomar Road, will receive a similar
widening so that the entirety of the corridor will become a
limited access thoroughfare through Douglas County from
Interstate 20 toward Chapel Hill Road.

Lee Road Widening Cross Section – Under ROW Acquisition
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Lee Road Corridor Cross Section – where ROW and field conditions permit

Lee Road Corridor Cross Section – alternative
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Implementation Plan–
Ensuring Success
The implementation process is organized into a 5-year
action plan and includes actional steps toward making the
Lee Road Small Area and Action Plan a reality. Each action
item is defined, prioritized by start year, including phasing
of projects, and lead personnel identified.
Some of the key priorities discerned from the public
process are highlighted in advance of the action plan,
along with the strategies being utilized to accomplish
them. They include Safety and Access, Walkability,
Sustainability, and Zoning.
Projects in the 5-Year Action Plan are based on planninglevel analysis. More detailed scoping will be required when
services are sought for each action item.
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Implementation Plan–
Safety and Access Management
The corridor has pervasive curb cuts totaling over 100
along the Bomar Road frontage and over 80 along the
current Lee Road portion. A majority of the corridor is
made up of single-family residential land uses, so it is
reasonable to assume each of those properties has direct
access to the street to which they front. As the corridor
redevelops and parcels are combined, access management
will need to remain a top priority. Anticipating
redevelopment provides an opportunity for the County to
revise its zoning regulations to allow the minimum access
points necessary as required by law and best practices in
safe and efficient traffic circulation. Additionally, draft
access management provisions are provided in the
appendix.
Interim projects have been identified to improve the safety
of all modes using the Lee Road Corridor in the 5-Year
Action Plan. In the middle-term, the County should
develop an operational and safety plan to identify and
prioritize projects that are most critical to safety.

Existing expansive curb cut on a commercial
property along the Lee Road Corridor.
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Implementation Plan–
Walkability
An audit of ten points along the proposed
corridor reveals a range of walk scores from 0 to
42 and bike scores between 8 to 37. A walk/bike
score is an indication of a location’s proximity to
destinations and amenities, available facilities
like sidewalks and bike lanes, and certain road
metrics like block length and intersection
frequency. A number of the policy
recommendations in this plan serve to improve
the conditions for multi-modal transportation.
Multi-use paths are designed into the Lee Road
Small Area Plan to facilitate travel in and
around the development and to connect it to
other nearby amenities like Sweetwater Creek
State Park.
Pedestrian improvements have been prioritized
in the 5-year action plan because of their
importance to the community and leadership in
Douglas County. Prioritizing pedestrian and
other non-motorized transportation allows the
County to make interim improvements at lower
cost to build momentum and interest in the
project over the long-term.
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Implementation Plan–
Sustainability
Douglas County is currently certified Silver through Atlanta Regional
Commission’s Green Communities Program. The Program recognizes
communities that have prioritized sustainability policies, ordinances,
and procedures. There are a number of measures through the
Program that can be applied to the implementation of this plan and
carried out in the rest of the County. Implementation of the measures
outlined in the action plan will position the County to be eligible for
Gold Certification.
The measures recommended in the action plan communicate to
developers and residents that sustainability is a priority here. Many of
the policies impact all Douglas-owned properties by incorporating
elements of sustainability into the governance of the County.
Many of the measures are easy to implement with an ongoing
educational campaign. Others require more forethought and
planning, like the incorporation of renewable energy and green
infrastructure projects into the Lee Road Master Planning area. If
incorporated, they have the opportunity to provide significant longterm savings to the County and community impact and appeal.
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Implementation Plan–
Zoning
Zoning is one of the most effective implementation
tools available to local governments in effecting
visions from planning processes. As noted in the 5Year Action Plan, the County should consider rezoning
properties along the Corridor that do not comply with
the envisioned land use plan—this action has more of
an opportunity to catalyze private development and
communicate the land use policies purported by the
Board of Commissioners.
Draft Planned Unit Development (PUD) regulations
are attached in the appendix. While the previous PUD
legislation has been repealed, the recommended text
outlines minimum barriers to entry, including a
required mix of uses and a more detailed submittal
package. The PUD process allows the most flexibility
for the County and developers wishing to bring
forward a good development plan that does not fit
within the traditional zoning code.
If an alternative zoning tool is preferred, the
boundaries of the Small Area Plan can be incorporated
into the Highway 92 Village Overlay. While the Overlay
may not permit the Small Area Plan completely by
right, the text can be tweaked to accommodate the
inconsistencies in architectural style and development
standards.
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Implementation Plan–
5-Year Action Plan
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Appendix–
Access Management Regulations
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Appendix–
Planned Unit Development Regulations
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Appendix–
Small Area Plan Land Uses
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Appendix–
Survey Comments
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Invitation to Bid
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Appendix–
No Net Loss of Trees Policy
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Appendix–
Bicycle Facilities Policy
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Appendix–
Green Buildings Policy
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Appendix–
Banner Wish List


Restaurant/retail users



Dog Shelter



Parks



Waffle House



Tax generation



Skating



KFC



Bike trail



Theater



Copeland’s



Water park



Playground



Natural food store



More affordable housing



Food truck court



High end stores



Town Center approach



Community recreation center



Mall/outlet



Bikes



Dave and Buster’s



Entertainment



Bass Pro



Pool



TGI Fridays



Medical offices



Seattle’s Best



Parks (no more houses)



Herban Fix



Arcades



Starbucks



Homeless shelter



Bowling Alley



Kids’ parks and playgrounds
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